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Abstract. Lots of empirical researches using firm-level data from several countries have proved that there is substantial difference in productivity, production scale and production technology of firms which are classified into same industry. This document constructs a theoretical model to explain this phenomenon and uses micro-level data in China to testify the theoretical conclusion. The result indicates that foreign export affiliates, foreign affiliates, domestic export firms and domestic firms are significantly different in the production scale, productivity, and production technology.

Introduction

Lots of recent empirical researches using firm-level data from several countries have proved that there is substantial difference in productivity, production scale, production technology of firms which are classified into same industry. Bernard (1995) used U.S. data to analyze the difference between export firms and non-export firms. It indicated that not all firms in the same industry choose to export, and the productivity and production scale of export firms are much bigger that non-export firms [1]. Aw and Hwang (1995) by using data from Taiwan indicated that productivity and production scale of export firms is significant higher than non-export firms [2].

Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) constructed a monopolistic competition model and brought the heterogeneous goods into theoretical research. Hopenhayn(1992) set up a heterogeneous-firm model with exogenous firm’s markups because of symmetric elasticity of substitution between final varieties [3]. Bernard Eaton Henson and Kortum (2000) henceforth BEJK also introduced heterogeneous firms into a theoretical model combined with industry-specific factor comparative advantage, based on Dornbush (1997) and indicated that only firms with higher productivity will serve the foreign market by exporting [4]. Melitz (2003) is another footing stone for heterogeneous-firm researches. Melitz (2003) based on Hopenhayn (1992) incorporated productivity difference between firms and develop the Krugman(1980) and concluded that the firms with highest productivity will export, the firms with second highest productivity will produce domestically and the firms with the lowest productivity will exit the market[5]. Although the assumptions of BEJK model and Melitz (2003) are different, both of them considered that there is difference between firms in the same industry and their strategies are different as well. Then Grossman (2006) based on Melitz (2003) and Yeaple(2003) and constructed a theoretical model on optimal strategies of heterogeneous firms which concluded that firms with least productivity will exit market, firms with middle productivity will produce and sale the final goods domestically, the firms with high productivity will export to foreign market and firms with the highest productivity will choose FDI strategy [6].

This document constructs a theoretical model to explain the difference of firms in same productivity, production scale and production technology, and use micro-level data in China to testify the theoretical conclusion.

Setup of the Model

Production

There are two countries in the world. Home country is abundant with labor, while foreign country is abundant with capital. There are two sectors of producing final goods, one is sector Y producing
homogeneous final goods $y$, and the other is sector $X$ producing heterogeneous goods. Two kinds of factors are important to production, which are labor and capital. Production of homogeneous good $y$ only needs 1 unit labor input. Heterogeneous good $x$ is assembled by intermediate good $m$ without any variety cost. Intermediate goods $m$ can be produced in both home country and foreign country but only be assembled into final good $x$ in home country. Intermediate good $m$ is capital intensive and its marginal cost function is

$$C_j = r_j w_j^{1-r}, \quad r > \frac{1}{2} \quad \text{and} \quad j = H, F$$

where $r$ is capital income and $w$ is labor income. Each heterogeneous firm entering into $X$ sector has pay a fixed cost of $e_f$ and know its productivity $\theta_i$. Production of intermediate good in foreign country needs fixed cost of $p_f$. Therefore foreign country has variety cost advantage of producing intermediate good but has an additional fixed cost for production.

**Demand**

Both countries have the same preference of representative consumer which is

$$U = y^{\beta} x^{1-\beta}, \quad \text{s.t.} \quad E_j = p_j y + \sum p_j x_j$$

where $p_j$ is the price of homogeneous goods $y$ and $p_i$ is the price of heterogeneous goods $x_i$ in sector $X$ and $x = \left( \sum x_i^\alpha \right)^{1/\alpha}$. $E_j$ is national income of country $j$. The demand of heterogeneous good $x_i$ in country $j$ is

$$x_i = (1 - \beta) E_j \left( \frac{p_i}{p} \right)^\sigma$$

where $\sigma$ is the elasticity of substitution between any two final heterogeneous goods $x_i$, $\sigma = \frac{1}{1-\alpha} > 1$ and $p = \left( \sum p_i^{1-\sigma} \right)^{(1-\sigma)}$.

**Equilibrium in An Open Economy**

Therefore profit of heterogeneous firm is $\pi_i = (p_j - C_j / \theta_j) x_i - f$, and markup of price is $p_i = C_j / \alpha \theta_j$. The maximum profit of heterogeneous firm only producing and selling in home country is

$$\pi^{HD}_i = \frac{1}{\sigma} (1 - \beta) \alpha^{a/(1-a)} \theta_i C_i^{-a/(1-a)} \left( E_H p_H^{\sigma-1} \right) - e_e$$

where $\theta_i = \theta_i^{a/(1-a)}$. The maximum profit of heterogeneous firm producing in foreign country and selling in home country is

$$\pi^{FD}_i = \frac{1}{\sigma} (1 - \beta) \alpha^{a/(1-a)} \theta_i C_i^{-a/(1-a)} \left( E_H p_H^{\sigma-1} \right) - e_e - e_p$$

If heterogeneous firms choose to serve the foreign market, they have to bear an additional fixed cost of export $e_x$ for the sake of communication and distribution. International transportation cost is standard iceberg $\delta$, where $\delta > 1$, which means you ship $\delta$ units of final goods only 1 unit of $x_i$ arrive in foreign country and there is no intermediate transportation cost. When the intermediate is produced in home country, the maximum profit of heterogeneous firm serving both domestic and foreign markets is
\[ \pi^{FX}_i = \frac{1}{\sigma} (1 - \beta) \alpha / \alpha (\theta_i C^{1-\alpha} / (1-\alpha)) \left( H P^{F-1} + \Delta E P^{F-1} \right) - f_e - f_x \]  
(6)

where \( \Delta = \delta \alpha (1-\alpha) \). When the intermediate good is produced in foreign country, the maximum profit of heterogeneous firm serving both domestic and foreign markets is

\[ \pi^{FX}_i = \frac{1}{\sigma} (1 - \beta) \alpha / \alpha (\theta_i C^{1-\alpha} / (1-\alpha)) \left( H P^{F-1} + \Delta E P^{F-1} \right) - f_e - f_x \]  
(7)

Heterogeneous firms based on the expectation of profit choose the optimal strategies on whether serving foreign market and the location of producing intermediate goods.

Comparing equation (4) to (5), firm only serving domestic market, whose productivity is lower than \( \Theta^{FD}_{iH} \) will choose produce intermediate good in home country and firm whose productivity is higher than \( \Theta^{FD}_{iH} \) will choose produce intermediate good in foreign country. Comparing equation (6) to (7), firm serving both markets, whose productivity is lower than \( \Theta^{FX}_{iH} \) will choose produce intermediate good in foreign market, and firm whose productivity is higher than \( \Theta^{FX}_{iH} \) will produce intermediate good in foreign country.

Comparing equation (4) and (6), firm producing intermediate good in home country, whose productivity is lower than \( \Theta^{FX}_{iH} \) will only serve domestic market, and firm whose productivity is higher than \( \Theta^{FX}_{iH} \) will serve both markets. Comparing equation (5) and (7), firm producing intermediate good in foreign country, whose productivity is lower than \( \Theta^{FD}_{iH} \) will only serve domestic market, and firm whose productivity is higher than \( \Theta^{FD}_{iH} \) will serve both markets. We take these analysis above together, see figure 1.

**Figure 1.** The strategies of heterogeneous firms with different productivity

---

1. \( \Theta^{FD}_{iH} \) is the productivity threshold when \( \pi^{FD} = \pi^{FD}_{iH} \).
2. \( \Theta^{RX}_{iH} \) is the productivity threshold when \( \pi^{FX} = \pi^{RX}_{iH} \), and it is easy to know that \( \Theta^{RX}_{iH} < \Theta^{FD}_{iH} \).
3. \( \Theta^{FX}_{iH} \) is the productivity threshold when \( \pi^{FX} = \pi^{FD}_{iH} \).
4. \( \Theta^{FX}_{iH} \) is the productivity threshold when \( \pi^{FX} = \pi^{FD}_{iH} \), and it is easy to know that \( \Theta^{FX}_{iH} < \Theta^{RX}_{iH} \).
5. In this document, we assume that fixed cost of producing intermediate good abroad is dominantly larger than fixed cost of export, which means \( \frac{f_e}{f_x} > \frac{E P_{r}^{F-1} + \Delta E P_{r}^{F-1} [C_{r}^{1-\alpha} - C_{H}^{1-\alpha}]}{C_{r}^{1-\alpha} \Delta E P_{r}^{F-1}} \).
As we can see in figure 1, firm whose productivity is higher than $\theta_{RX}^{PL}$ will choose FDI strategy producing intermediate good in foreign and export. Firm whose productivity is between $\theta_{RX}^{NH}$ and $\theta_{RX}^{PL}$ will choose produce intermediate good in home country and export. Firm whose productivity is lower than $\theta_{RX}^{NH}$ will choose produce intermediate good in home country and only serve domestic market.

To sum up, although firms are classified into same industry, there is significant difference in their strategies, which is affected by their productivity, production scale and fixed cost of export and FDI. Firms with highest productivity will choose vertical FDI and export to foreign market. Firms with middle productivity will export to foreign market. Firms with least productivity will only serve domestic market. It also means that firms that choose to FDI and export have highest productivity and largest production scale. Firms that choose export to foreign market have middle productivity and production scale. Firm only serving domestic market have lowest productivity and smallest production scale.

**Estimation**

**Firm-level Data Description**

This document will use micro-level data in China to estimate the theoretical prediction. The data used in this document comes from a questionnaire survey carried out by World Bank among accountants and personnel managers of firms located in China. It covers 1500 firms in manufacturing sector including apparel and leather goods, electronic equipment, electronic components, consumer products, and vehicle and vehicle parts and mainly scatters over 5 cities including Beijing, Cheng Du, Guang Zhou, Shang Hai and Tian Jin.

The aim of this section of this document is that using micro-level data to estimate whether there is the significant difference in productivity, production scale and technology of firms that classified into same industry. We classify these 1500 firms into 4 groups which are domestic firms only serving domestic market (denoted by hd), domestic firms serving foreign market (denoted by hx), foreign affiliates only serving domestic market (denoted by fd) and foreign affiliates serving foreign market (denoted by fx). Based on Feenstra and Hanson (2003), we consider firm that is owned by foreign firms bigger than 25% as the foreign affiliates.

**Empirical Result**

We use the total employment and total sales as the proxy of production scale of firms and use total sales per capita ($\frac{\text{total sales}}{\text{total employment}}$) to represent the productivity of firms. Employment of skilled labor and R&D expenditure are used to represent the technology of firms. The empirical test equation is

$$y_i = c + \alpha_{hd}hd + \alpha_{hx}hx + \alpha_{fd}fd + \alpha_{sector}sector_i + \epsilon_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $y_i$ is dependent variable represents the total employment, total sales, production scales, the total sales per capita, employment of skilled labor and R&D expenditure. hd, hx, fd and fx are dummy variables represent 4 groups of firms. We should know that the constant c represents the coefficient of fx. The OLS result can be seen in table 1.

As we can see in table 1, there is a significant difference in the total sales among these 4 groups. The coefficients of fx, fd, hx and hd are 756910.9, -488177.4, -560187 and -652557.9. The absolute value of these coefficients does not matter, but the relative value is very important to prove that total sale of fx is significantly highest, followed by fd’s, hx’s and total sale of hd is the smallest, which coincides with the theoretical prediction. The total employment of fx is significantly larger than fd’s, and total employment of fx and fd are not significantly higher than domestic firms, which means there is not significantly different between foreign affiliates and domestic firms in total employment scale.

The total sales per capita is significant for all kinds of firms. The coefficient of fx is 800.7538, which is the highest value followed by fd’s (-34.82065), hx’s(-395.2397) and hd’s(-571.0774), which proves that the productivity of foreign affiliates serving foreign market is the highest. The productivity of foreign
affiliates only serving domestic market is the second largest. Productivity of domestic firms serving foreign market is higher than the firms only serving domestic market.

The difference in technology represented by R&D expenditure among 4 groups of firms is significant. R&D of fx is 49999.83 which is bigger than fd’s -39583.90, which is bigger than hx’s -40810.47 and hd’s -48421.06. This result coincides with the theoretical predictions that the production technology of fx that choose FDI and export strategy is the highest, followed by the fd’s hx’s and hd’s. Skilled labor input is only significant in coefficient of fx, which means there is not significant difference in skilled labor input among fd, hx and hd.

Table 1 the Result of OLS Estimation (** p< 0.01; * p< 0.05,*P<0.1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>coefficient</th>
<th>hd</th>
<th>hx</th>
<th>fd</th>
<th>fx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production Scale measured by total employment</td>
<td>-348.0263  (1.645672)</td>
<td>107.0656   (0.436573)</td>
<td>-530.8158* (1.682858)</td>
<td>846.0178*** (4.345581)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Scale measured by total sales</td>
<td>-652557.9*** (6.002868)</td>
<td>-560187*** (4.445912)</td>
<td>-488177.4*** (2.985013)</td>
<td>756910.9*** (7.567188)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sales per capita</td>
<td>-571.0774*** (4.758559)</td>
<td>-395.2397*** (2.839986)</td>
<td>-34.862065 (0.194531)</td>
<td>800.7538*** (7.247973)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>-48421.06*** (3.612214)</td>
<td>-40810.47*** (2.642479)</td>
<td>-39583.90** (2.006003)</td>
<td>49999.83*** (4.049773)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled labor input</td>
<td>-9.664940 (0.701190)</td>
<td>18.12991 (1.134247)</td>
<td>-14.78328 (0.719085)</td>
<td>49.40828*** (3.893800)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary

Lots of empirical researches using firm-level data from several countries have proved that there is substantial difference in productivity, production scale and production technology of firms which are classified into same industry. This document constructs a theoretical model to explain this phenomenon and uses micro-level data in China to testify the theoretical conclusion. Based on the theoretical model, firms that choose FDI and export have highest productivity and production scale so as production technology. Firms that choose export have middle productivity and production scale so as production technology. Firms that only serving domestic market have lowest productivity and production scale so as production technology. The result of empirical research to a great extent has proved the prediction of theoretical model and indicates that foreign export affiliates, foreign affiliates, domestic export firms and domestic firms are significantly different in the production scale, productivity, and production technology. Foreign export affiliates have the largest production scale either measured by employment or by total sales, productivity measured by total sales per capita, R&D expenditure and employment of skilled labor. The foreign affiliates and follow by the foreign affiliates, domestic export firms and domestic firm in the decreasing order.
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